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【甲】一、單字：共 10 題，每題 4 分
1.

A weak economy that discourages older workers from retiring can
the job prospects of college graduates.
(A)boost (B)pacify (C)accelerate (D)cloud
2. The desperate accountant
thousands from his company to pay his gambling debts.
(A)embezzled (B)deposited (C)imported (D)counterfeited
3. Living in a(n)
area enables you to get close to such facilities as stores, theaters, and restaurants.
(A)intense (B)metropolitan (C)megacity (D)egocentric
4. This football competition is a/an
event because it is held every two years.
(A)biannual (B)biennial (C)annual (D)semi-final
5. The scientists launched rocket to
space.
(A)explore (B)explode (C)export (D)expose
6. Under the company’s policy, customers can return its goods for any reason at any time and they got a
.
(A)reward (B)award (C)discount (D)refund
7. I could recognize the old lady at a
.
(A)glimpse (B)fad (C)forecourt (D)tangle
8. The doctor performed a(n)
examination on the victim in order to determine the cause of his death.
(A)posthumous (B)posterior (C)postmortem (D)postpone
9. His noisy, wild parties have made him
in this small town.
(A)infamous (B)appreciated (C)rich (D)angry
10. Getting children into college used to be the goal of many Taiwanese parents. With the
costs of higher education, it has
become a bigger challenge to pay for college.
(A)spiraling (B)upbeat (C)dwindling (D)plunging

【甲】二、用法，共 10 題，每題 4 分
11. Because of a terrible automobile crash, Johnny broke his leg and
hospital.
(A)was confined to (B)was admitted to (C)got used to (D)was subject to
12. I’m afraid I have
chance to win the award with so many outstanding competitors in the final round.
(A)a great many (B)much (C)very little (D)a little
13. Those who are interested in joining the city tour are encouraged to
immediately for we only have two seats left.
(A)sign up (B)back up (C)wake up (D)use up
14. The boy was
work on the farm.
(A)enough strong to (B)strong to enough (C)strong enough to (D)to strong enough
15. The U.S. dollars hit a new three-year low against the euro and was also
on the yen these days.
(A)rising in value (B)exchanging in value (C)maintaining in value (D)falling in value
16. Strong-willed as he is, he would never
his failure.
(A)take to (B)admit to (C)contribute to (D)cater to
17. For me, the meaning of life
sharing happiness with the person I love.
(A)lies in (B)ties up (C)pins down (D)pays back
18. Sound comes in waves, and the higher the frequency,
.
(A)the pitch is higher (B)the higher the pitch (C)higher is the pitch (D)the higher is the pitch
19. John began his teaching career in California,
supervised the interns.
(A)was where he (B)where he was (C)he was (D)where he

＜背面尚有題目＞

20. If someone is going to eradicate a problem, he or she is going to
(A)study it (B)get rid of it (C)add to it (D)cause it

.

【乙】一、選出意思最相近字：共 5 題，每題 6 分
21. Last year, the use of cell phone greatly proliferated among teenagers. Almost every teenager had one.
(A)commenced (B)generated (C)increased (D)decreased
22. The red color symbolizes happiness and good luck in Chinese tradition.
(A)scatters (B)conquers (C)represents (D)interests
23. New employees must go through a period of orientation before they are familiar with their work.
(A)struggle (B)adjustment (C)torture (D)test
24. Hope dwindled when seven o’clock arrived and Mary’s boyfriend had not appeared.
(A)disappeared (B)waxed (C)increased (D)lessened
25. I’d love to buy a house on the outskirts of the city because the price is lower.
(A)in the industrial centers (B)at the edges (C)in the countryside (D)at the intersections

【乙】二、克漏字：共 5 題，每題 6 分
Are you feeling tired? Are you often sick? Maybe it’s because you are not getting enough Vitamin C. Scientists have
reported that people who (26) high level of Vitamin C live six year (27) than (28) with lower level of Vitamin C.
Vitamin C can be easily gained from food. Citrus fruits and green vegetables are high in Vitamin C. (29) your dosage
from fresh food is the best (30) , but sometimes it might be necessary to take a vitamin pill in order to stay healthy.
26. (A)assume

(B)presume

(C)resume

(D)consume

27. (A)larger

(B)longer

(C)higher

(D)bigger

28. (A)this

(B)that

(C)these

(D)those

29. (A)Obtain

(B)Obtained

(C)Obtaining

(D)With obtaining

30. (A)target

(B)option

(C)ideal

(D)diagnosis

【乙】三、閱讀理解：共 10 題，每題 6 分
On the first day of class, the professor offers a choice. “If you show up for class every week, cause no trouble, do no
work, I will give you a D. You cannot get anything higher than a D, but you won’t fail either.” Would you accept the offer?
Certain people would. A large percentage of long-term welfare recipients have done just that. The offer is made by the
government, not a teacher, but the proposition is the same. If a person is willing to accept minimal rewards, he will be
excused from competing in the free enterprise system. Why would one accept such a meager offer? Most of us are not willing
to accept minimum benefit for the minimum effort. But what cause some people to accept?
The people who accept are the people who feel they cannot compete. They are poor; they’ve had few of the advantages
(real or imagined) that “other” people have. All their relatives are poor; they have no role models that have “made it”
legitimately. People who might have been great chose the welfare because they thought that was all they deserved. If they
have been forced to compete, if there had been more encouragements and other choices, they might have made it, and with
more than a D.
31. Who are compared to the students willing to accept the offer of an easy D?
(A)People living on social welfare.
(B)People working for the government.
(C)People questioning college education.
(D)People getting rich from illegal business.
32. According to the author, what type of persons may be willing to accept minimal rewards?
(A)The rich.
(B)The hopeless.
(C)The lazy.
(D)The virtuous.
33. Which is NOT a way suggested by the author to help those willing to receive a meager offer?
(A)To give them encouragements.
(B)To give them more choices.
(C)To give them role models.
(D)To give them better welfare.
34. Which of the following statements is TRUE?
(A)The author assumes that everyone likes to achieve a higher score than D.
(B)The author urges the government to provide more welfare to the poor and jobless.
(C)The author thinks that people who live on welfare really enjoy the minimum benefit.
(D)The author would like to get rid of all social welfare system.

35. What may be the best title for this essay?
(A)A long-term welfare policy.
(C)The Choice.

(B)How to “Make It.”
(D)The Free Enterprise System.

Either on the phone or in person, ask the seller a few general questions so as to evaluate the car’s condition and some
possible problems as well. Be forewarned that car sellers might not be aware of any troubles. Even if they do, they may
understate them. Here are some good questions to ask:

Are you the first owner? If the owner has cared for the car, there will usually be receipts to prove it.

What’s the mileage? Don’t emphasize this too much, but do take it into account. Ask if they drove mostly on highways
or in the city. Highway miles are better, but this is still only one indicator. Accurate mileage can be assessed through
maintenance records or by checking the stickers on the inside of the driver’s door.

Why are you selling the car? “Because I had a baby,” is a good answer; “I just feel like it,” can make you wonder if the
car has needed continual repairs.

What condition is it in? The “Get What You Paid For” theory certainly applies to used cars. Ask how often the car has
been maintained (oil checked, timing adjusted, tires rotated) just to get a general idea. Ask to see the receipts for this
work.

Has it been in an accident? An accident can alter anything from the car’s steering to the engine’s performance; front-end
damage can be especially problematic.

Has the car been emissions-tested? Different states have different regulations, so find out what’s needed in your state. Be
careful - this can require complex repairs if the car isn’t up to standards.
36. The main focus of these tips are
(A)ways to check out a used car
(B)ways to buy a new vehicle
(C)survival kits for the car dealer
(D)ways to fix the minor problems of your vehicle.
37. Which of the following statements is NOT true?
(A)A front-end damage of the car can be especially problematic.
(B)The “Get What You Paid For” theory only applies to new cars.
(C)Different states have different regulations toward emissions-test.
(D)Accurate mileage can be assessed through maintenance records.
38. According to the passage, what is the best answer to the question: “Why do you sell this car?”
(A)Because I had a better car in mind.
(B)Because I just feel like it.
(C)Because we have a new family member.
(D)Because I don’t like the color anymore.
39. In terms of the car mileage,
(A)the highway mileage is better than the city mileage.
(B)accurate mileage should be emphasized as the most important criteria.
(C)Accurate mileage can be assessed by checking the stickers on the driver’s license.
(D)Mileage is not important at all.
40. Why is the question “Has the car been emissions-tested?” important?
(A)Because if it is not tested this year, you will need to pay for the testing fee.
(B)Because you need to know how to perform the emissions test.
(C)Because you need to know the regulation about emissions test.
(D)Because you may save a major repair expense to meet the standard of the emission test.

